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Data Cleaning
Removed non-commercial flights
as there was not enough historical
data and did not pertain to project.

Also removed 269 flights from
dataset with first timestamp
occurring 15 min after departure. 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000

Flights Removed from Data

Kept Non-Commercial Timestamp Issues



Formatting
Only certain variables kept including:

Latitude and Longitude were replaced by index variables
based on “flat” map split into 2° × 2° regions

Time variables were replaced by time indices
each index represents a 5-min interval

Flight ID

Origin

Destination

Filed Departure Time

Actual Departure Time

Date



Sample Data
[Flightradar24.com and Telesat data]

http://flightradar24.com/


Snapshot of Data After Cleaning

Snapshot of Data Prior to Cleaning

Data reduced from 7.83 million obs. with 20 variables (1.5gb) to 1.17 million obs. with 12 variables (138mb)



Training/Testing Split
80% of flights for each Origin-Destination Pair (ODP) were used
in the training set.

The data set contained 395 Origin-Destination pairs with ≤ 2 flights.

All flights from such pairs were moved to the training set as there
wouldn’t be enough historical data for both the training and testing
processes.



Delay Predictions
Using “historical” data, we predict the delay for any scheduled flight on a
given day.

The schedule specifies both the origin-destination pair (ODP) and the
scheduled time of departure

At this stage, delays for each scheduled flight is predicted using a naïve
approach (using the distribution of delays for all the flights departing in
the same hour for the corresponding ODP).



Tensor Visual

(65,141,288,13248)
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There were 1833 unique ODPs in the dataset.





% of flights in the air

% of flights 
in that cell 

at that time

passage of time









Heat Map – Flights Distribution
Given a daily schedule, the algorithm
generates a heat map displaying
where planes are likely to be found
during each time period

With such heat maps, we can also
identify the regions of highest flight
densities, and the estimated number
of planes in each region for the day
under consideration.
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[For demonstration purposes only]



Validation
Average Delay Prediction Error ≈ 48min

MAE for Flight Distribution ≈ 0.83

[For demonstration purposes only]



Flight Paths vs Heat Maps

following a specific path 

vs.

following all potential paths 
simultaneously 

[Liu, Hansen]





great circle between ODP 𝐴 & 𝐵

corridor width = 2𝑘

path until time 𝑡!

funnel length = 𝛼

origin 𝐴

destination 𝐵

feasible corridor for ODP 𝐴 & 𝐵
with parameters 𝑘 and 𝛼

position at time 𝑡!





a few samples from the distribution 
of new positions at time 𝑡" = 𝑡! + Δ𝑡, 
based on position at time 𝑡!, speed 𝑠!, 
bearing 𝜃!, and other  measurements 

along the path from 𝐴 to 𝑝!.





a more complete representation of the
distributions of positions at time 𝑡" = 𝑡! + Δ𝑡, 

based on position at time 𝑡!, speed 𝑠!, 
bearing 𝜃!, and other  measurements 

along the path from 𝐴 to 𝑝!.

this distribution can be obtained using stochastic 
modeling techniques (classical/ML/AI)





removal of predicted positions 
at time 𝑡" = 𝑡! + Δ𝑡 falling outside

the feasible corridor (pilot correction)

distribution of predicted positions
at time 𝑡" = 𝑡! + Δ𝑡 can be retained 

for probabilistic model





punctual prediction of position at time 𝑡" = 𝑡! + Δ𝑡
(which can be used for validation purposes)



Next Steps – Location Clust.
Stratify each flight by day of the week/month

Create 3D-tensor of actual aircraft locations for each day in the
historical dataset (similar to heat map)

Model:
input: day of the week/month

compare all images or 2D tensors of the actual aircraft location for each time
interval for the given day and find “best fit”

stitch the forecasts for each time interval back into a 3D tensor



Next Steps – Waypoint Clust.

Identify location 
(latitude/longitude) for 

timestamp of each flight

Each location represented 
by groups/set of 

waypoints

Cluster by closest 
coordinates using clustering 
algorithm (𝑘 −means, etc.)

Output and identify 
waypoints where 

airplanes usually located

Cluster groups/set of 
waypoints using clustering 

algorithm 





Next Steps – Misc.
Other models under consideration:

Predicting flight routes with a Deep Neural Network in the operational Air Traffic
Flow and Capacity Management system:

Predicting when flights are cancelled (requires historical data).

Incorporating spherical geometry and flight altitude (mathematically
feasible, but could prove conceptually problematic).

Improving validation procedure (will require more training data).


